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Murdered criminals. Flawless forgeries. Encrypted operas.The murder of an opera house director
forces world-renowned nonverbal communications expert Doctor Genevieve Lenard and her team
into an impossible position: protecting notorious criminalsâ€”from what appears to be a serial killer.
Genevieve plunges into the world of opera, uncovering secrets that a group of organised crime
leaders would do anything to keep hidden. She cannot allow her previous case, unreliable
witnesses or conflict with her team to distract her. Not if she wants to prevent many innocent lives
being lost in a shocking grand finale.
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I got the first two of this series on the free books page. I found the development of the characters
really well done and the mystery/thriller aspects of the stories credible and attention holding. I rarely
buy follow up books in a series when I've read the free one as most of them are not worth the
investment of time, eyes and money. But I became interested in the main character's development
as she is autistic, but functioning, and her relationships with other characters and the thought

processes described were written in a way that draws you into the story. Luckily two of the books
were also available from Audible when you bought the book. I like this system of buying the book
and getting the audible version for a reduced price of 1.99 or 2.99 or a bit more. It's worth it to me as
I try to save my eyes. Even with changing the font with a Kindle you can still get eye strain when you
read as much as I do. This series is worth my time, effort, eyes and money! I enjoyed them all. It is
fun to learn about art masterpieces and Mozart music. I always learned something new or refreshed
my memory of art and music forgotten over the last 60 years! Will there be another??

In the largest collection of criminals yet, Dr. Genevieve Lenard and her team set out to find a serial
killer before he takes his next victim. With a body count of four and his time frame getting shorter
and shorter, the team has little time to figure out who's behind this and why.Estelle Ryan is back in
the head of Doc Face Reader for the eight in the Genevieve Lenard mysteries. This one centers
around the place where the world of opera intersects art and technology. And the lives they're trying
to save are criminal masterminds. It's an unusual case even for this group.On to #9!

Back to Genevieve's perspective ~ and more Mozart! If you're just stumbling upon the Connections
books, I implore you to begin at the beginning ~ there are so many layers, nuances, inside-jokes
you'd miss if you haven't been with them for the entire ride.I'm just thrilled Ms Ryan is such an
amazingly *fast* researcher and writer; we don't have to wait through agonizing years for the next
story.....but where, exactly, is this marvellous material coming from?? (And I *STILL* want to have
dinner with this group!)

We're still looking for Gallo when the team starts to find other bodies of criminals who hadn't been
on wanted list in at least 6 years. Then the man who ran the opera house is killed. Are they all
connected, are they connected to each other, are they done by the same people and it Gallo
connected?Read and enjoy.

Another great read by Estelle Ryan. I love how in each book, Genevieve is trying to work on her
emotional connections to her friends while loving to solve the puzzles, in this case, several murders
of criminals. I love each character in Genevieve's world and I can't wait for more!!

I love all the Genevieve books. The are great mystery suspense stores with a fascinating cast of
charters who love Genevieve and support her but clearly look up to her for leadership. Love the

story angles on Genevieve's autism which shows how it both enhances and limits her life and
career. The information on classic artists and their work was also a plus for me. I love mysteries that
teach me about a subject. My library only had the first 3 or 4 so I was forced to buy them all and
enjoyed a reading marathon over a long weekend

I am such a huge Genevieve Lenard fan - she has a great formula here and I love how the
characters interact and contribute to the whole team dynamic. I especially love Jenny and Colin's
relationship - what a perfect pair they are and so good for each other. Keep writing Estelle Ryan!

Wow. A friend told me to check out this Author, so I downloaded the first book. Halfway through, I
downloaded the next in the series, then on and on until the 8th book. 'The Morisot Connection ' was
terrific. Great storyline and wonderful characters. I can't wait for the next release. Highly
recommend!
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